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C
orgi dogs, horses and swans are
all being put through their paces in
a historic warehouse in Coventry

ahead of their starring roles in a parade
to mark Queen Elizabeth IIʼs 70-year
reign. One of the processionʼs tableaux,
entitled “The Queenʼs Favorites”, has
been commissioned from Imagineer, an
outdoor events company based in the
English West Midlands city.

Director Jane Hytch said the royal
commission came as a “total surprise”,
but that the job was a “huge honor”. The
parade, touching on more personal
aspects of the 96-year-old queenʼs life,
will wind through central London to
Buckingham Palace on June 5.

“When we were given the queenʼs
favorites... we thought about what does
she love outside of all her duties?” said
artistic director Kathi Leahy. Dogs and
horses were the obvious choices. In par-
ticular, Leahy focused on the queenʼs
most famous canine companions, the
short-legged, big-eared corgis. A pack of
20 corgi puppets, mounted on wheels,
will be stars of the show. The lead pup-
pet is named Susan, after the first corgi
given to Princess Elizabeth by her par-
ents for her 18th birthday. Each one has
its own expression. One, with full brown
eyebrows, has been nicknamed
Groucho Marx.

Lady Godiva 
To make the puppets as lifelike as pos-

sible, each of the young handlers was
asked during rehearsals at “Corgi training
camp” to “really look at their dogs and think
about the character”. “Are they mischie-
vous? Are they young? Are they old?”
explained Leahy. The parade also has a
special place for horses, another of the
queenʼs great passions. It will bring to life
10 of her most beloved companions: from

Peggy, the Shetland pony given to her by
father King George V when she was four,
to Burmese, the mare she rode several
times during annual “Trooping of The
Color” ceremonies to mark her birthday.

Some of the horses are depicted with
gears, in a tribute to Coventryʼs rich indus-
trial past. It was on the site of Imagineerʼs
workshop that the first British motor car
was built, at the end of the 19th century. To
celebrate the cityʼs heritage, a giant Lady

Godiva puppet, created for the 2012
London Olympics, will also take part in the
parade.

It pays tribute to the 11th century figure
who, according to legend, rode naked
through the city on horseback to persuade
her husband the Earl of Mercia to lower
taxes. The procession, bringing together
140 cast members, will also evoke the
annual counting of swans on the Thames.
By ancient tradition, all swans in England

belong to the crown. It will also use boats
dear to Prince Philip, in a tribute to the
queenʼs husband, a former naval com-
mander who died in April 2021 at the age
of 99. Hytch noted that with a global televi-
sion audience watching the pageant,
“thereʼll be a lot of adrenaline, a lot of
excitement” for the Imagineer crew. “Weʼve
rehearsed and rehearsed, so I think we will
do a great job.” — AFP

This file photo shows a PsychoKitty NFT (Non-Fungible Token) created by psychedelic artist
Ugonzo displayed on a phone and a NFT logo displayed on a computer screen from a
Crypto.com NFT marketplace. — AFP 

‘Enormously
risky’: How NFTs
lost their luster

A
slew of celebrity endorsements
helped inflate a multi-billion dollar
bubble around digital tokens over

the past year, but cryptocurrencies are
crashing and some fear NFTs could be
next. NFTs are tokens linked to digital
images, “collectable” items, avatars in
games or property and objects in the
burgeoning virtual world of the meta-
verse. The likes of Paris Hilton, Gwyneth
Paltrow and Serena Williams have
boasted about owning NFTs and many
under-30s have been enticed to gamble
for the chance of making a quick profit.

But the whole sector is suffering a
rout at the moment with all the major
cryptocurrencies slumping in value, and
the signs for NFTs are mixed at best.
The number of NFTs traded in the first
quarter of this year slumped by almost
50 percent compared to the previous
quarter, according to analysis firm Non-
Fungible.

They reckoned the market was
digesting the vast amount of NFTs creat-
ed last year, with the resale market just
getting off the ground. Monitoring firm
CryptoSlam reported a dramatic tail-off
in May, with just $31 million spent on art
and collectibles in the week to May 15,
the lowest figure all year. A symbol of the
struggle is the forlorn attempt to re-sell
an NFT of Twitter founder Jack Dorseyʼs
first tweet. Dorsey managed to sell the
NFT for almost $3 million last year but
the new owner cannot find anyone will-
ing to pay more than $20,000.

The year of scams 
Molly White, a prominent critic of the

crypto sphere, told AFP there were

many possible reasons for the downturn.
“It could be a general decrease in hype,
it could be fear of scams after so many
high-profile ones, or it could be people
tightening their belts,” she said. The rep-
utation of the industry has been ham-
mered for much of the year. The main
exchange, OpenSea, admitted in
January that more than 80 percent of the
NFTs created with its free tool were
fraudulent-many of them copies of other
NFTs or famous artworks reproduced
without permission.

“Thereʼs a bit of everything on
OpenSea,” said Olivier Lerner, co-author
of the book “NFT Mine dʼOr” (NFT Gold
Mine). “Itʼs a huge site and itʼs not curat-
ed, so you really have no idea what
youʼre buying.” LooksRare, an NFT
exchange that overtook OpenSea for
volume of sales this year, got into similar
problems as its rival. As many as 95 per-
cent of the transactions on its platform
were found to be fake, according to
CryptoSlam. 

Users were selling NFTs to them-
selves because LooksRare was offering
tokens with every transaction-no matter
what you were buying. And the amounts
lost to scams this year have been eye-
watering. The owners of Axie Infinity, a
game played by mill ions in the
Philippines and elsewhere and a key
driver of the NFT market, managed to
lose more than $500 million in a single
swindle.

“As soon as you have a new technol-
ogy, you immediately have fraudsters
circling,” lawyer Eric Barbry told AFP. He
pointed out that the NFT market had no
dedicated regulation so law enforcement
agencies are left to cobble together a
response using existing frameworks.
Molly White said strong regulation could
help eliminate the extreme speculation
but that could, in turn, rob NFTs of their
major appeal-that they can bring quick
profits. —AFP

A
s a child, punk-poet icon Patti
Smith was instructed never to
accept anything from strangers-

which meant one day she was forced to
decline a campaign button she coveted
and everyone else had. While dejectedly
walking to her New Jersey family home,
she vowed to her future self that she
would soon acquire her own medals to
add to her lapel.

On Saturday, the 75-year-old rock leg-
end made good on that promise, as
Franceʼs ambassador to the United
States Philippe Etienne bestowed her
with the Legion dʼHonneur, his countryʼs
highest order of merit. Smith regaled a
rapt audience with that touching anec-
dote after her medal ceremony in central
Brooklyn, where crowds gathered for the
“Night of Ideas,” an annual marathon of
philosophy and performance put on by
the French Embassyʼs Villa Albertine in
partnership with the Brooklyn Public
Library.

“Itʼs an indescribable honor, I under-
stand the gravity of it,” she told AFP back-
stage, after delivering a spirited perform-
ance alongside her daughter Jesse on
piano and her long-time collaborator and
guitarist Lenny Kaye. “For someone...
who has been greatly shaped by French
culture, French literature, French art, and
film, just my whole life-itʼs especially
meaningful,” she continued. “I embraced
France my whole life, and to receive an
embrace like this in return is a wonderful
thing.”

For more than half-a-century, Smith
has been celebrated as an artistʼs artist,
adored for her music, songwriting, poetry

and deeply introspective, raw writing that
in 2010 won the US National Book Award
for her stirring memoir “Just Kids.”The
book sees Smith excavate memories
from her relationship with Robert
Mapplethorpe, the late photographer with
whom she shared a deep friendship,
romance and creative bond.

“I feel like itʼs very fitting to have such
an accolade here in Brooklyn-itʼs only a
couple of subway stops away that Robert
Mapplethorpe and I lived at 20-years-
old,” she told the audience. “At night,
when Robert couldnʼt sleep, he would ask
me to read him French poetry... I remem-
ber those nights so clearly.” Smith also
felt a particular kinship to the venue of
Saturdayʼs ceremony. “Itʼs also fitting that
it should be a library, because coming
from a very rural area of South Jersey,
with very little culture in the ʻ50s and mid-
ʼ60s, I depended on the library to open
and expand my world,” she said.

In typical Smith fashion, she honored

the artists who came before her in clos-
ing her acceptance speech, having
opened with a performance of her 1996
song “Wing.” The rock laureate read the
final letter by spiritual-surrealist poet
Rene Daumal, which he wrote to his
wife before his death. “Seeing that you
are nothing you desire to become,”
Smith read. “In desiring to become, you
begin to live.”

People make change 
Following the ceremony Smith-don-

ning her signature black blazer atop a
black vest, along with combat boots and
her long, gray hair flowing as a few small
braids framed her face-delighted fans
with a show that included her hit “People
Have The Power,” which she wrote with
her late husband, Fred “Sonic” Smith.
Speaking to AFP, she said that while
“artists can always inspire people, they
can rally people, give people hope... in
the end, itʼs not artists who make change,
itʼs the people.”

“Through voting, through initiative,
through mass marches-itʼs the people
that make change.” Citing the ongoing
pandemic and the “pain of war,” Smith
said “we are living in a very troubled
world,” underscoring climate change as
the great crisis of our time. “There are
heat waves right now that are unprece-
dented... thereʼs tremendous famine, and
violent weather patterns weʼve never
seen,” she said.

“The only way it can be solved is a
global effort, and I think more than any-
thing... that is the most important thing
that people have to address. “However
small the gesture, every gesture is impor-
tant.” Smith is set in the fall to release a
new book entitled “A Book Of Days,” a
visual collection inspired by her beloved
Instagram account. These days “Iʼm writ-
ing just as always,” she told AFP, “writing
songs, writing poems, writing another
book-Iʼm always busy, always doing
something.”

After her performance, Smith said the
medal inspired her to do “more work, bet-
ter work,” and it “felt very fitting to work
right after I received it.” “I still feel like Iʼve
got a little, you know, that post-perfor-
mance adrenaline,” she smiled, “but also
just the excitement and happiness... of
receiving such an honor.” “That I would
be chosen to, you know, be a sort of a
mini-ambassador for the country is really
a great joy for me,” she said. “So you
leave me a happy girl.”— AFP

Jane Hytch, Chief Executive of Imagineer, hugs a life-sized model of a corgi dog beside a giant
model of a crown in the company’s workshop.

Imagineer maker and puppeteer John Leahy makes a prop of a boat in the company’s work-
shop.

Imagineer Costumier Ella Clarke sorts props in the company’s workshop in
Coventry, central England. — AFP photos

Imagineer designer Trudy Rees-Marklew makes a prop in the shape of a swan
in the company’s workshop.

Life-sized models of corgi dogs are seen lined up in Imagineer’s workshop.

French Ambassador to the US Philippe Etienne presents the highest French order of merit
“Legion d’Honneur” to US singer-songwriter Patti Smith during the “Night of Ideas” event at
the Brooklyn Public Library in New York. — AFP photos

US singer-songwriter Patti Smith reads from
the book “Mount Analogue” after receiving
the highest French order of merit “Legion
d’Honneur” during the “Night of Ideas” event.


